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Tämä opinnäytetyö on tehty tuulivoimayhtiö PROKON Wind Energy Finland Oy: 

lle. Opinnäytetyön tavoitteena oli luoda opas tien rakentamisesta tuulivoima-

projektissa, rakentamisen ympäristövaikutuksista, mahdollisista ongelmista ja 

ratkaisuista. Lisäksi opinnäytetyössä käsitellään aiheeseen liittyvää lainsäädäntöä. 

Työssä teiden rakentamisella viitataan niihin metsäteihin, joita täytyy rakentaa 

sekä kunnostaa tuulivoimalan komponenttien kuljettamista sekä myöhempää 

voimaloiden huoltoa varten. 

Tarvittavan tiestön rakentaminen on iso osa tuulivoimaprojektia ja varsinkin 

Pohjanmaalla soinen ja kivikkoinen maasto on rakentamiselle haasteellinen. 

Lisäksi rannikolla esiintyvät happamat sulfaattimaat saattavat aiheuttaa ongelmia. 

Tuulivoimalan komponenttien kuljettaminen asettaa myös erityisvaatimuksia 

esimerkiksi teiden kantavuudelle. Esimerkkinä tässä työssä toimii Mutkalammin 

tuulivoimapuiston suunnittelualue, joka sijoittuu Kannuksen, Kalajoen sekä 

Kokkolan kuntien alueelle. 

Tien rakentaminen aiheuttaa erilaisia ympäristövaikutuksia. On tärkeää ennakoida 

vaikutuksia ja pyrkiä ehkäisemään haitallisia vaikutuksia ja suunnitella tarvittavat 

ympäristöä muuttavat toimenpiteet niin, että vaikutukset tulevat riittävästi 

huomioon otetuksi ympäristönsuojelun näkökulmasta. Suomessa hyvistä 

käytännöistä tuulivoiman rakentamistöissä ei vielä löydy suoraa ohjeistusta, sillä 

tuulivoimarakentaminen on vasta aluillaan. Tässä opinnäytetyössä kerrotaan 

ympäristöasioista ja suojelumenetelmistä yleisesti sekä ympäristöystävällisistä 

käytännöistä työmaalla. 
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Diese Abschlussarbeit wurde für das Windkraftunternehmen PROKON Wind 

Energy Finland Oy geschrieben. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, eine Anleitung für 

den umweltfreundlichen Wegebau bei Windparkprojekten zu schaffen. Dabei 

sollen themenspezifische Probleme sowie mögliche Lösungen dargestellt werden. 

Die Thematik soll auch aus dem Blickwinkel der Gesetzgebung analysiert werden. 

Der Bau der Zuwegung spielt bei Windparkprojekten eine große Rolle. 

Insbesondere in der Region „Pohjanmaa“ ist das Terrain steinig und sumpfig. In 

Küstennähe können saure Sulfatböden Probleme verursachen. Komponenten einer 

Windkraftanlage erfordern auch hohe Tragfähigkeit der Wege. Das 

Windparkprojekt „Mutkalampi“ wird im Rahmen dieser Abschlussarbeit als 

konkretes Fallbeispiel herangezogen. 

Der Bau von Wegen hat verschiedene Umweltauswirkungen, über die man sich 

bewußt sein muss und die auch die Fähigkeit erfordern, Schutzmaßnahmen richtig 

einzusetzen. Da der Ausbau der Windenergie in Finnland zur Zeit erst in einer 

frühen Phase steckt, gibt es wenige konkrete Erfahrungswerte beim Bau von 

Windenergieprojekten. In dieser Abschlussarbeit werden Umweltangelegenheiten 

und Schutzmaßnahmen allgemein sowie umweltfreundliche Maßnahmen auf einer 

Baustelle thematisiert. 
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This thesis was written for the wind power company PROKON Wind Energy 

Finland Oy. The aim of this thesis was to create a guide for road construction in 

wind farm projects and related environmental issues. This thesis deals with 

relevant legislation as well as possible challenges and solutions regarding the road 

construction. In this thesis construction of roads refers to construction of those 

access roads which are required in order to transport components of wind power 

plant and maintain power plants. 

The construction of access roads has a significant role in wind farm projects. In 

coastal areas of Finland rocky and swampy terrain and acid sulphate soils create 

challenges for the construction. The transportation of wind turbine components 

sets also special requirements, such as high carrying capacity of access roads. The 

planning area of Mutkalampi wind farm project works as a case study in this 

thesis. The planned wind farm is located in municipalities of Kannus, Kalajoki 

and Kokkola. 

Many issues have to be taken into consideration during the construction. It is 

important to prevent harmful impacts on the environment and to plan the 

necessary construction measures so that the impacts are taken into account in 

environmental point of view. So far, wind power construction has been marginal 

in Finland and that is why there are not direct guidelines of good practice during 

construction. This thesis deals with different challenges and environmental 

protection methods in general. Some environmentally friendly practices for the 

construction site are also suggested. 
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Megawatt (MW) Megawatt. Megawatt is a unit of electrical power 

and equivalent to 1000 kilowatts, or 1000 000 

watts.Megawatti.  

Terawatt-hours (Twh) Terawatt hour (TWh) is a unit of energy used for 

expressing the amount of produced energy, 

electricity and heat. 1 TWh = 1,000 GWh = 

1,000,000 MWh = 1,000,000 000 kWh 

Drainage divide A drainage divide consists of the highest areas of 

the terrain. The drainage divide divides flow of 

water in different directions and it separates 

neighboring drainage basins. 

Drainage basin A drainage basin is an area where surface water is 

flowing to lower areas. A drainage basin is a region 

where water bodies are collecting water. 

Catchment area Catchment area is an area (e.g. hectares) of a 

drainage basin. 

Acid sulphate soils Acid sulfate soils refer to naturally occurring sulfur-

containing sediments which release acidity and 

metals to the soil and watercourses as a result of 

oxidation. Usually acid sulfate soils consist of clay 

or silt. Acid sulfate soils are often found in the areas 

below the highest water level of the ancient 

Littorina Sea. These areas are situated now on dry 

land as a result of land uplift and usually used for 

agriculture. 

ELY-Centre Centre for Economic Development, Transport and 

the Environment. Finland has a total of 15 ELY 
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Centres, which are tasked with promoting regional 

competitiveness, well-being and sustainable 

development and curbing climate change.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Building wind power plants requires construction and improvement of access 

roads for making transportations of components and maintenance of power plants 

possible. Heavy and long components set special requirements to roads. 

Environmental values set certain restrictions as well.  

The introduction describes wind power in general and presents a presentation of 

the company for which this thesis was made. The purpose and limitation of this 

thesis are also described below. 

1.1 Purpose of This Thesis 

The purpose of this thesis is to write a guide that deals with problems and 

solutions which may occur in planning of access roads and during construction. It 

can also be used as a source of information for contractors and local people. 

Communication has an important role for the acceptability of wind power 

projects. Local people are often interested in wind power projects and for example 

want to know how the access roads will be constructed and how the area 

eventually will be affected by the construction. During the construction it is also 

important that all contractors are aware of valuable sites on the area and 

requirements set by legislation and authorities. This thesis deals with road 

construction for wind power projects and related environmental issues. It is 

important to prevent harmful impacts on the environment and to plan the 

necessary construction measures so that the impacts are taken into account from 

the environmental point of view. 

1.2 Wind Power in Finland 

So far, wind power production has been remarkably low in Finland. According to 

The National Energy and Climate Strategy, approved by the Government in 

March 2013, Finland has a national target of an annual wind power production of 

9 TWh by the year 2025. This objective requires that wind power capacity would 

increase to about 3 750 megawatts. The goal to increase the share of renewable 
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energy is in line with the obligation proposed to Finland by the EU Commission. 

(Työ- ja elinkeinoministeriö 2013.) 

Finland as well as many other EU member states offer feed-in tariffs for wind 

power production. Feed-in tariffs encourage the use of renewable energy sources 

and they are agreements that guarantee electricity producers fixed prices for the 

electricity that they feed into the grid. A power plant can receive this support for a 

period of twelve years. The target price is set to 83.5 euros/MWh. In order to 

ensure a quick start for wind power construction, new wind turbines will be paid 

an increased price target 105.3 € / MWh until the end of year 2015. (Motiva 

Websites 2014.) 

The following table 1 shows the development of Finnish wind power production 

from the year 1992 to 2013. At the end of 2013 wind power capacity was 447 

MW in Finland.  

Table 1. Development of Finnish wind power production. (VTT 2013) 
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1.3 Suitable Areas for Wind Power 

Wind conditions are most important issues when choosing technically and 

economically most suitable areas for wind power production. That is why mostly 

coastal areas have been chosen for wind power so far. However, through new 

technology it is possible get profitable projects also in areas with lower wind 

speed. 

The new Finnish Wind Atlas was introduced in 2009 and it shows wind 

conditions in Finland. This web-based map interface is based on detailed surveys 

and shows average wind conditions, such as average wind speed in a certain 

height. Figure 1 shows wind speeds at height of 100 meters above ground for each 

2.5 x 2.5 km grid in Finland. (Finnish Wind Atlas Websites 2014.) 

 

 

Figure 1. Wind speed map of Finland. (Finnish Wind Atlas 2014) 
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Existing infrastructure supporting construction and maintenance is an important 

factor as well, because it lowers construction costs. Connections to the power grid 

are also to be taken into consideration. Environmental values and other land use in 

planning areas are important issues as well. Additionally soil conditions set 

requirements to foundation structures. (Tuulivoimaopas Websites 2014.) 

1.3.1 Wind Surveys of Central and Northern Ostrobothnia 

A continental wind survey of Central Ostrobothnia and Northern Ostrobothnia has 

been made in 2011. The survey deals with potential areas for wind power and 

Mutkalampi wind farm is partly included in these areas. According to the National 

Land Use Guidelines suitable areas for wind power must be recognized in the 

Regional Land Use Plans (see chapter 2.2.1). (Heikkinen & Kylmänen 2013 a, 6.) 

1.4 PROKON Wind Energy Finland Oy 

This thesis is written for PROKON Wind Energy Finland Oy, which is a 

subsidiary of PROKON Regenerative Energien GmbH. PROKON is a leading 

German wind power company, which is planning, building, operating and 

financing wind farms. PROKON has the strategic goal to produce 

environmentally friendly electricity and in that way respond to aims of the EU-

Commission to increase the share of renewable energy. 

Since 1995 PROKON has planned, financed and built a total of 314 wind turbines 

in 54 wind farms and the total output is 526 MW. In 2011 PROKON wind farms 

generated 686 671 MWh of electricity. In Finland the company has many projects 

on going. The company employs more than 1300 people. In Finland there are 9 

employees and the office is located in Vaasa. The company's principal place of 

business is located in Germany, in Itzehoe. 

1.5 Limitation of the Thesis 

This thesis deals with road construction for wind power plants and its 

environmental aspects. In Finland wind power is usually planned to be located in 
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forests. That is why this thesis deals with construction of forest roads and private 

roads and related environmental impacts.  

1.5.1 Case Study 

The wind farm plan of Mutkalampi works as a case study in this thesis. The wind 

farm is located in municipalities of Kannus, Kalajoki and Kokkola. Figure 2 

shows the location of the wind farm (red line) and a part of the planning area 

which is also studied more closely in this thesis (purple line). 

 

 

Figure 2. Location of Wind farm site of Mutkalampi. (National Land Survey of 

Finland 2014) 
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2 WIND POWER AND PLANNING 

2.1 National Land Use Guidelines 

According to the National Land Use Guidelines suitable areas for wind power 

must be recognized in the Regional Land Use Plans. Wind power plants should be 

planned primarily in units of many power plants. Authorities have to take the 

National Land Use Guidelines into account and promote the implementation of 

them. (Tuulivoimaopas web pages 2014.) 

2.2 Regional Land Use Plan 

The Regional Land Use Plan defines suitable areas for wind power. Building on 

these defined areas supports the National Land Use Guidelines and reduces 

environmental impacts of wind farms. The Regional Land Use Plan can also 

include areas, such as protected areas, valuable landscape areas and valuable 

cultural areas which are principally unsuitable for wind power. In other possible 

land use areas disadvantages due to construction of wind power have to be taken 

into account. (Ympäristöministeriö 2012 a, 17, 19.) 

2.2.1 Planning in the Case Study 

According to the Component Master Plan area of Mutkalampi wind farm building 

permissions of wind power plants can be admitted by Component Master Plan for 

example in municipality of Kannus. The Building permission can be admitted 

when the environmental impact assessment is ready and the Component Master 

Plan is legally valid. (Heikkinen & Kylmänen 2013 a, 32.) 

Regional Plan of Central Ostrobothnia 

The fourth phase of Regional Plan 4 is under way in Central Ostrobothnia and it 

deals with suitable areas for wind power. The Component Master Plan area of 

Mutkalampi wind farm is included in those suitable areas which are defined in the 

fourth phase of Regional Plan 4. The third phase of Regional Plan of Central 

Ostrobothnia defines several activities inside the Component Master Plan area of 
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Mutkalampi wind farm project and its vicinity. Figure 3 shows areas of the several 

activities. (Heikkinen & Kylmänen 2013 a, 15.) 

 

Figure 3. Third phase of Regional Plan of Central Ostrobothnia. (Heikkinen & 

Kylmänen 2013 a) 
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Regional Plan of Northern Ostrobothnia 

The Regional Plan of Northern Ostrobothnia defines several activities inside the 

project area and its vicinity. These areas are shown in figure 4. A reform of the 

Regional Plan in Northern Ostrobothnia is under way and its main theme is 

energy. The area of Mutkalampi wind farm has been involved in the further 

drafting of the reform of the Regional Plan. (Heikkinen & Kylmänen 2013 a, 18–

19.) 

2.3 Environmental Impact Assessment Procedure 

The Act on Environmental Impact Assessment Procedure aims to promote the 

assessment of environmental impacts and consideration of the impacts in planning 

and decision making (See also chapter 4.5.1). It also aims to increase citizens' 

access to information and opportunities to participate. The environmental Impact 

Assessment Procedure is intended to reduce negative environmental impacts and 

also to find suitable mitigation measures. Participation of citizens and 

stakeholders has also a significant role in the procedure as a way to offer sources 

of information for the decision making. (Ympäristöministeriö 2010, 7.) 

The environmental Impact Assessment Procedure is often required in wind farm 

projects. The environmental Impact Assessment Procedure is always applied in 

wind farm projects if the number of power plants is at least 10, or the total output 

is at least 30 megawatts (Valtioneuvoston asetus ympäristövaikutusten 

arviointimenettelystä annetun valtioneuvoston asetuksen 6 §:n muuttamisesta, 

2011). In some cases it may be possible that the ELY-Centre makes discretionary 

decision of the Environmental Impact Assessment Procedure. 

It is important to take into account that bird investigations regarding the 

Environmental Impact Assessment Procedure are to be done during the nesting 

period. Bird investigations are not possible to be done during other periods. This 

information is important to scheduling and planning of projects. (Kannonlahti & 

Sjöholm 2012, 44.) 
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Figure 4. Regional Plan of Northern Ostrobothnia. (Heikkinen & Kylmänen 2013 

a) 

2.4 Land Use and Building Act 

The objective of the Land Use and Building Act (132/1999) is to ensure that the 

use of land and building activities promote a favorable environment and 

ecologically, economically, socially and culturally sustainable development. The 

provisions of the Land Use and Building Act shall be observed in the planning, 

building development and use of land. Accordingly the provisions of the Act are 
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applied also in the construction of wind power. Primarily the construction of big 

wind power plants should be based on the planning defined in the Land Use and 

Building Act. The building permission or planning permission for minor 

construction is always required. The legislative amendment of the Land Use and 

Building Act came into force on 01.04.2011. This amendment allows granting a 

building permit direct on the basis of master plan. (Maankäyttö- ja rakennuslaki 

1999, 1 §; Tuulivoimaopas Internetsivut 2014 & Ympäristöministeriö 2012 a, 11.) 
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3 LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE AND WIND POWER 

Landscape should always be seen as a dynamic entity formed by terrain and its 

natural and cultural processes. Basic elements in landscape are bedrock, soil, 

climate and hydrology, which form the abiotic environment. Vegetation and 

animals form the biotic environment. All elements of the landscape structure are 

dependent on each other. Therefore, predicting and managing environmental 

changes require knowledge of nature interactions. (Rautamäki 1989, 9.) 

3.1 Landscape Structure Analysis 

The landscape structure analysis includes two main stages: simplification and 

enrichment of the landscape structure. Simplification means that two main zones 

of terrain, ridges and valleys are examined. Ridges as the highest areas of terrain 

are dividing waters. These areas are called also drainage divides. Valleys as the 

lowest areas of terrain are gathering waters. These two main zones of the 

landscape structure are the most sensitive areas to environmental changes, while 

slopes between main zones are the most suitable areas for construction. The 

following figure 3 describes the principle of simplification of landscape structure. 

(Panu 1998, 30–32.) 

 

 

Figure 5. Simplification of landscape structure. (Maria Kulju). 
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The enrichment of the landscape structure means that basic characteristics of the 

whole landscape are examined. First the abiotic environment is to be examined. 

After that the landscape structure is to be enriched with the biotic environment. 

(Panu 1998, 41–43.) 

Abiotic environment 

Landscape structure should be simplified first with abiotic environment. The 

abiotic environment like terrain, bedrock, soil and water determine actually where 

and how roads are possible to build. For example in wet areas soft soils like clay 

or peat usually occur. Road construction in such areas is more difficult and may 

require heavy measures, such as mass exchange (see also chapter 5.2.2 and 5.2.4). 

Understanding the abiotic environment is also important, for example when 

choosing water protection practices. 

Biotic environment 

After examination of the abiotic environment, the landscape structure is to be 

enriched with the biotic environment. Vegetation and animals are sensitive to 

environmental changes and hence they are also important indicators of the 

environment. Negative impacts on the biotic environment due to the construction 

can be avoided by good planning and timing. 

3.2 Landscape Structure in Ostrobothnia 

The landscape structures in Ostrobothnia consist of low ridges and river valleys 

between them. Moraine ridges are used usually for forestry. Population is 

traditionally situated in river valleys next to rivers contrary to inland where 

population is situated also in ridges. That is why ridges may be suitable for wind 

power in Ostrobothnia as there usually is not that much population nearby. 

(Rautamäki 1989, 8–9.) 

Due to the last ice age soil conditions vary a lot in Ostrobothnia. In the highest 

areas of ridges water has washed soils off or there is only heavy ground moraine 

left. Ridges are usually very stony and hence they may be a difficult ground for 
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construction. Vegetation is barren and sensitive on ridges and it consists of lichen 

and moss, for instance. During the construction this sensitive vegetation may 

easily be destroyed and that is why protecting the vegetation and protected plant 

species has to be considered. Fine soils, such as clay and silt occur sedimentary in 

valleys. Under them also sand, fine sand or gravel may occur. (Rautamäki 1989, 

17–19.) 

3.3 Case Study 

Figure 4 shows a terrain model of a part of the planning area of Mutkalampi wind 

farm project. The terrain model is, however, exaggerated, so that hills are easier to 

identify. Altogether the terrain of the planning area is flat. Drainage divides and 

water gathering can also be seen in this figure. 

 

 

Figure 6. Simplification of landscape structure on a case study. (Maria Kulju, 

open data of National Land Survey of Finland). 
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4 LEGISLATIONS AND PERMITS 

4.1 Permits of Construction 

Permits, which are required in order to construct roads, are to be discussed with 

the local building authority. Permits can be admitted at the same time with 

building permissions or by private road survey. (Heikkinen & Kylmänen 2013 b.) 

4.2 Private Road Survey 

Working outside the road area requires always an admission of a landowner or a 

permission of private road survey to widen the road area. The private road survey 

can be applied from the National Land Survey service points. The private road 

survey is required in improvement projects of private roads, such as: 

 clarify location and width of the road area  

 widen the road area 

 move the road alignment. (Hämäläinen 2010, 72, 83.) 

4.2.1 Private Road Act 

According to the Private Road Act 6 § road improvement is comparable to road 

construction. Therefore specific legal provisions and environmental aspects have 

to be considered. According to the Private Road Act 7 § the road construction 

shall not cause any nature damages or weakening of cultural values. (Hämäläinen 

2010, 81.) 

4.2.2 Planning Documents 

The improvement projects of private roads require at least a map, planning report 

and cost estimate. Big and demanding improvement projects of private roads may 

require also additional planning documents. These documents include: 

 permits and statements of authorities 

 approvals of landowners 

 measurement and research results 
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 longitudinal profile in parts, where the road has to be straightened 

 cross section 

 information of culverts 

 specifications. (Hämäläinen 2010, 85.) 

4.3 Junctions 

The construction of new junctions or improvement of current junctions requires a 

permit defined under the Road Act (2005/503) 37 §. The permit is admitted by the 

ELY Centre. (Maantielaki 2005.) 

4.4 Nature Conservation Act 

Protection of species is regulated under the Nature Conservation Act (1096/1996). 

The Nature Conservation Act prohibits deterioration of the breeding sites and 

resting places of the species listed in Annex IV of the EU Habitats Directive. The 

Act also protects environments of species needing special protection and nests of 

big birds of prey. Forest habitats in the Nature Conservation Act are protected as 

well. These habitats are listed in annex 1. The Centre for Economic Development, 

Transport and the Environment (ELY Centre) can allow an exceptional permit if 

favorable conservation status of species can be ensured.  (Hämäläinen 2010, 81; 

Saaristo, Mannerkoski & Kaipiainen-Väre 2010, 18.) 

4.5 Environmental Protection Act 

The Environmental Protection Act (86/2000) is a general act on the prevention of 

pollution. It is applied to all activities that cause or may cause environmental 

damage. Soil contamination and ground water pollution are also prohibited under 

The Environmental Protection Act. (Ympäristöministeriö verkkosivut 2013, YSL 

2000.) 

According to the Act (5 §) actors must be aware of their activities' environmental 

impact and risks and ways to reduce harmful effects (knowledge requirement). If 

the activities cause or may directly cause environmental pollution, the actor shall 

without delay take the appropriate action to prevent pollution. If pollution has 
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already resulted, it is to be reduced to a minimum (obligation to prevent 

pollution). (YSL 2000.) 

According to the Act (7 §), waste or other substances, or organisms or micro-

organisms shall not be dumped or discharged on the ground or in the soil so that it 

would cause such deterioration of soil quality that may endanger or cause harm to 

health or the environment, substantially impair the amenity of the site or cause 

comparable violation of the public or private good. If a substance possibly causing 

contamination has entered the soil or groundwater, the polluter must notify the 

supervisory authority immediately. (YSL 2000.) 

4.5.1 Environmental Impact 

The Act on Environmental Impact Assessment Procedure (1994/468, legislative 

amendment 267/1999) defines the environmental impact. The environmental 

impact is defined according to the Act (2 §): 

“1. Environmental impact means the direct and indirect effects inside and 

outside Finnish territory of a project or operations on 

a) human health, living conditions and amenity, 

b) soil, water, air, climate, organisms, interaction between them and 

biological diversity, 

c) the community structure, buildings, landscape, townscape and the 

cultural heritage and 

d) utilization of natural resources 

e) interactions between points a-d ”. (Act on Environmental Impact 

Assessment 1994, legislative amendment 267/1999.) 

4.5.2 Environmental Permit 

An environmental permit is required if there is a risk of environmental pollution. 

The environmental permit is regulated by the Environmental Protection Act 

(86/2000) and the Environmental Protection Decree (169/2000). Construction of 

private roads does not usually require an environmental permit. Operating in 

ground water areas, however, may require this permit. (Hämäläinen 2010, 81.) 
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4.6 Forest Act 

Habitats of special importance in the Forest act (1996/1093) may prohibit road 

construction. These habitats are listed in annex 2. If it is not technically or 

economically feasible to avoid a habitat of special importance in road 

construction, a permit (Forest Act 11 §) can be applied as an exception from the 

Finnish Forest Centre. (Joensuu, Kauppila, Lindén & Tenhola 2012, 36.) 

4.7 Waste Act 

The purpose of the Waste Act (646/2011) is to prevent the hazard and harm to 

human health and the environment caused by waste and waste management. The 

aim of this act is also to reduce the amount and harmfulness of waste. The Act 

promotes the sustainable use of natural resources. (Jätelaki 2011.) 

The Waste Act (8 §) obligates that all activities shall reduce the quantity and 

harmfulness of waste generated insofar as possible. However, if waste is 

generated, the waste holder shall primarily prepare the waste for reuse, or, 

secondarily, recycle it. If recycling is not possible, the waste holder shall use the 

waste in other ways, including using it as energy. If this is not possible, the waste 

shall be disposed. (Jätelaki 2011.) 

4.7.1 Waste Act And Soil And Rock Masses 

According to the Waste Act (5 §), waste means any substance or object which the 

holder discards, intends to discard or is required to discard. According to above-

mentioned, surplus soils resulting from road construction are considered as waste, 

if soils are discarded by placing them on a separate soil dumping area. (Tuhola 

1997, 23–24; Jätelaki 2011.) 

If soils are used in another project, it is considered as utilization of soils. During 

road construction soil and rock masses, which are taken from road section and 

transferred to road structures, are not considered as waste. Also, if masses are 

used in slope ramps or other landscaping directly related to roads, soil masses are 

not waste. (Tuhola 1997, 23–24; Jätelaki 2011.) 
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4.7.2 Approved Plan or Permit 

Soil removal and recovery of clean soil during construction do not require an 

environmental permit if it is made in accordance with an approved plan or permit, 

which meets requirements of the Waste Act. Activities can be admitted for 

example by building permission. (Ympäristöministeriö 2012 b, 3–4.) 

4.8 Water Act 

The Water Act (2011/587) is applied in water resources management issues. The 

construction of a bridge across a waterway or modifications in a current structure 

requires a permit defined by the Water Act. Changes in a natural state ditch or 

brook requires also the permit. Installing a culvert does not usually require the 

permit, but a ditch cleaning of a natural state ditch may require a permit. The ELY 

Centres provide guidance in water issues. (Liikennevirasto 2013 a, 32–34.) 

4.9 The Antiquities Act 

Antiquities are protected under the Antiquities Act (295/1963). Without a 

permission it is prohibited to dig, cover, modify, damage, remove or other way 

interfere with antiquities. The Act protects antiquities automatically without 

separate measures. (Museovirasto web pages 2013.) 

During the construction it is important that locations of fixed archaeological relics 

are marked on the site and everyone is aware of them. The buffer from the outer 

edge of a relic must be 2 meters, if the authority has not yet defined it. Some tips 

are listed next to recognize fixed archaeological relics: 

 Rocks in regular form (Cairns) 

 Regular small forms of the terrain e.g. hunting pits  

 Lot of carbon in the soil 

 Bones, jewelry etc. 

 Extraordinary colors in the soil. (Saaristo, Kuusinen & Nieminen 2009, 

124 – 125.) 
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If a fixed archaeological relic is found during the construction, the Act orders that 

the work is to be discontinued and that the National Board of Antiquities or the 

provincial museum is to be informed on the matter. (Museovirasto web pages 

2013.) 
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5 ROAD CONSTRUCTION 

Wind power plants require good access roads for the construction and 

maintenance work. The transportation of heavy components requires a good 

carrying capacity of the access roads. Constructed roads should be surfaced with 

gravel and the width of the road should be 6 meters on the average. After the 

construction the access roads will be used also by local land owners. (Hertteli & 

Kylmänen 2013, 11.) 

Roads need to be strong enough to carry, for example the weight of large 

construction cranes. The corner radii are determined by large, long delivery 

lorries. The maximum gradient should be 8–10% with the potential for short 

lengths (less than 200 m) at 12.5%. (Scottish Natural Heritage 2013, 80.) 

A new private road alignment should be located so that costs remain as low as 

possible. Rocks, escarpments and soft soils should be avoided if possible. Rock 

cutting can, however, be done if there is a possibility to use the material cost-

effectively in the road structure. (Hämäläinen 2010, 67.) 

Figure 5 shows some existing roads in the planning area of the Mutkalampi wind 

farm project. The roads are classified into different categories. For example roads 

with four different colors are usually in better condition than hauling roads with 

brown. Tracks with red lines are just tracks left by car wheels and hence require a 

lot of construction. 
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Figure 7. Existing roads in a wind farm planning area. (Maria Kulju, open data of 

National Land Survey of Finland). 
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5.1 Landscape And Roads 

Landscape, natural environment, built-up environment, current and planned land 

use should always act as a basis when aligning a road. Steep slopes, rocky or low-

lying terrain and wetlands are technically difficult to construct. Waterfront, 

wetlands, ridges and barren rocky areas are sensitive landscapes for construction. 

If it is necessary to plan a road alignment through such an environment, detailed 

planning of the alignment and landscaping are important issues. The road 

alignment should follow the terrain as well. The road alignment is good if it 

follows shapes and scale of the landscape structure. Figure 6 shows a well-

planned road alignment (with brown line) and a difficult one (with black dotted 

line). (Liikennevirasto 2013 b, 16–20.) 

 

 

Figure 8. A road alignment following the terrain. 

 

5.2 Private Roads And Carrying Capacity 

Road structure consists of road bed and road pavement. In Finland carrying 

capacity problems of private roads occurs usually due to the lack of road 

pavements. Bad carrying capacity may also occur due to poor earth materials in 

road structures. Earth materials may be so fine that they are frost-susceptible. That 
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is why the carrying capacity is extremely weak during frost thaw. The road bed 

may also be weak. Water that remains in road structures is an important reason for 

bad carrying capacity. That is why good condition of road ditches and culverts 

improves the carrying capacity and reduces frost heaving problems. A right kind 

of road profile lets water reach the side ditches. A common measure to improve 

the carrying capacity is to increase the number and thickness of layers in road 

structure, and prevent the mixing of the road structures by a filter layer / filter 

fabric. A high carrying capacity demands a thick layer of crushed aggregate or 

gravel. Figure 7 shows an example of an access road that is constructed for a wind 

power plant. (Hämäläinen 2010, 27–35.) 

 

 

Figure 9. An example of a wind farm access road. (Maria Kulju 2013). 

 

5.2.1 Frost Heaving 

Frost heaving means that a road is situated on frost susceptible subgrade and the 

carrying capacity becomes extremely weak due to a high water content of road 
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structures and road bed. Traffic load causes mixing of road structures, which 

reduces carrying capacity permanently. In the springtime the frost heaving occurs 

during the frost thaw. Because of the frost thaw, there is water in the upper part of 

the road. Due to an ice layer in the bottom part of the road, water is not capable to 

exit the road structure. This softens the surface of the road structure. The deeper 

the frost thaw progresses, the deeper the road structure also softens. The frost 

heaving occurs especially during rainy autumns and warm winters. A warm and 

rainy period after a cold season is especially problematic. Duration and 

seriousness of the frost heaving are dependent on the weather of springtime. 

Minor rainfalls, sunny and windy weather during the frost thaw reduce frost 

heaving problems. (Hämäläinen 2010, 27–28.) 

5.2.2 Soft Areas 

If soft areas are found, it may be necessary to excavate and replace soils with 

imported better quality soil. If the bearing soil is assessed as being “marginal”, it 

may be necessary to install also some geotextiles to spread the load. (Scottish 

Renewables, Scottish Natural Heritage, Scottish Environment Protection Agency 

& Forestry Commission Scotland 2010, 37–38.) 

5.2.3 Road Pavement Reinforcing 

If it is not possible to increase the thickness of the road structure, carrying 

capacity can be improved by geogrid, steel mesh reinforcements or mass 

exchange. The material of old road should be used as much as possible. 

(Hämäläinen 2010, 48.) 

Steel mesh reinforcements improve the carrying capacity only by thin increasing 

of crushed aggregate. The road pavement can also be reinforced by stabilization 

but on private roads it has not been so common measure. (Hämäläinen 2010, 49.) 

5.2.4 Road Bed Reinforcing 

On private roads road bed reinforcing is usually required only on soft soil. The 

road bed can be improved by reinforcements or stabilization. For example, plastic 
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geogrids or geotextiles can be used as reinforcements. Mass exchange is usually a 

solution on private roads only if extremely difficult frost heave occurs. 

(Hämäläinen 2010, 53–55.) 

5.2.5 Road Broadening 

A road can be broadened either on one side or on two sides. The used technique is 

usually based on land ownerships. If road sections have high and different risks of 

frost heave, it is recommended to construct entirely a new road structure. The old 

road structures can be spread as a base for the new road structure. New culverts 

are probably needed when broadening the road. (Hämäläinen 2010, 56–57.) 

5.3 Construction And Environmental Impacts 

It is important that all contractors are aware of requirements of the authorities or 

agreed environmental measures. It is responsible to see the natural environment as 

a whole. Activities during construction may have direct, temporary or permanent 

impacts on the surrounding ecology, such as: 

 Changes to water flows and quality 

 Disturbing nearby ecology, interruptions to the movement of wildlife 

 Habitat fragmentation or vegetation damage 

 Damage, removal or burial of important areas, such as rock formations or 

landforms. (Audus et al. 2010, 92–93; The European Wind Energy 

Association, 18.) 

5.3.1 Roads And Environment 

The road alignment should always be planned to follow the topography. Long 

straights, big excavations and road embankments should be avoided. Valuable 

edge zones of forest environment and landscape should be taken into account as 

well. (Päivinen, Björkqvist, Karvonen, Kaukonen, Korhonen, Kuokkanen, 

Lehtonen & Tolonen 2011, 71.) 
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Road construction has direct and indirect impacts on the environment. Direct 

impacts are changes in habitats and landscape and potential impacts on 

watercourses and water flows. Indirect impacts are an increase of tree felling and 

activity on the site. Negative environmental impacts can be avoided by good 

planning and monitoring of construction works, good methods of working, using 

local soils and choosing solutions which reduce the need for future improvement 

of roads. The avoidance of negative environmental impacts requires that impacts 

are first identified. (Metsätalouden kehittämiskeskus Tapio 2003, 5–6.) 

Road foundations have effects on bedrock and soil. On the road alignment 

vegetation has to be removed. That affects animals for example by reducing their 

habitats. Excavations may also have effects on small watercourses and ground 

water. This should be taken into account already in road planning. (Kannonlahti & 

Sjöholm 2012, 13.) 

5.4 Timing of Construction 

5.4.1 Weather 

Construction should be avoided during the periods of wet weather. During wet 

weather conditions soils are particularly susceptible to compaction, and some 

excavated materials, such as peat in particular can quickly turn to sludge making it 

more difficult to excavate, transport and store. There is also an increased risk of 

run-off carrying unacceptable levels of sediment. On the other hand, during very 

dry weather turfs and soils may dry out. (Scottish Natural Heritage 2013, 109; 

Scottish Renewables et al. 2010, 11.) 

During winter months snow cover and frost may inhibit some practices on the 

construction site. It may be more difficult for the restoration work or the 

identification of sensitive flora or habitats. Frost may also reduce the effectiveness 

of temporary drainage / silt traps and road structures. (Scottish Renewables et al. 

2010, 11.) 
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5.4.2 Biodiversity 

Many species of birds will be present and most at risk only during the main part of 

the breeding bird season (March-August). The most critical time is from May to 

June, when most of the birds are breeding. Breeding birds should be taken into 

account when planning tree felling times as well. Site specific advice may be 

required to agree appropriate mitigation (See also chapter 7).  (Metsätalouden 

kehittämiskeskus Tapio 2003, 8; Scottish Renewables et al. 2010, 11.) 
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6 ABIOTIC ENVIRONMENT AND ROADS 

6.1 Water 

During the planning of a wind farm it should always be examined, how water 

flows in the planning area. Especially construction on slopes may have effects on 

natural water flows. Therefore, some areas may dry while other areas become 

moist. Ditches and culverts may have impacts on the volumes of runoff water 

from forest areas and increase velocity of water flow. Especially areas with heavy 

gradient may be affected by erosion and road structure may be damaged. 

(Päivinen et al. 2011, 71.) 

Usually forest roads have however minor impacts on surface waters. Roads are 

situated primarily on soil with good carrying capacity. Moist areas are avoided. 

Excavations may, however, release some sludge into watercourses. The road 

gradient should not be too heavy and there should not be too much water in road 

side ditches. (Joensuu et al.  2012, 36.) 

Construction over watercourses or brooks has always effects on water flow and 

landscape as well. Construction in swamps changes water flows and thus may dry 

areas near to the road. Protected and valuable nature areas have to be taken into 

account if there is construction work near to watercourses. These areas are, for 

example habitats of special importance in the Forest Act (Metsälaki), the small 

water biotopes listed in the Water Act (Vesilaki), and ground water areas. 

(Joensuu et al. 2012, 36.) 

6.2 Roads And Water Management 

It is important to consider drainage and water management on the site especially 

during snow melts. Local topography is to be considered when designing the 

drainage system. If the area is wet and flat, frequent culverts may be needed. 

Areas with steep slopes may need to cope with fast flowing water, but frequent 

culverts may not be needed. Vegetation or rocks can be used to slow down flows 

of water and prevent erosion. Careful design and maintenance of drainage / silt 
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traps prevent heavy silt runoff into watercourses during rainfall. Figure 8 shows 

existing roads and some water issues on the part of the planning area of 

Mutkalampi wind farm project. Understanding water gathering areas may be 

useful when directing water conservation measures during construction. (Scottish 

Natural Heritage 2013, 103; Scottish Renewables et al. 2010, 10.) 

 

Figure 10. Existing roads and water issues in the project area. (Maria Kulju, open 

data of National Land Survey of Finland; spatial data of OIVA). 
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6.2.1 Water Conservation 

Water conservation is always to be taken into account during the construction. 

The best way to asses and control impacts on watercourses is the planning which 

is based on the whole drainage basin. If measures in the same drainage basin are 

timed in different years for example, peaks in run-offs and erosion risks can be 

avoided. (Keto-Tokoi 2004, 305.) 

During the construction sludge leaching into watercourses can be prevented for 

example by excavating silt traps to the end of culverts. On long slopes the velocity 

of water flow in road side ditches can be reduced by submerged dams which 

prevent silting. Construction during dry season prevents sludge leaching, as well. 

(Joensuu et al. 2012, 37.) 

Risks of erosion can be reduced by damming up ditches with rocks or vegetation. 

Road side ditches with longitudinal gradient can be turned to forest so that water 

amounts and velocities would not increase too much. In parts of lateral inclination 

this is prevented by constructing enough culverts. Other water conservation 

practices are, for example overland flows and sedimentation basins. Ditch digging 

should never reach watercourses. (Päivinen et al. 2011, 72.) 

Accordingly, buffer zones should be left always between ditches and 

watercourses. In Sweden the size of appropriate buffer zones to watercourses 

regarding forestry has been studied (SILVA-project 1995-2000). According to 

these studies: 

 Every watercourse, including water channels which dry at times, should 

have a buffer zone with no operating. 

 The size of the buffer zone is to be over 5 meters, in order to prevent 

harmful impacts. 

 If using 20 meters buffer zones, impacts are minor. 

 The finer soil type and the steeper slope, the bigger buffer zone is required.  

(Keto-Tokoi 2004, 298–299.) 
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6.3 Oil Spills 

Mineral oils are a risk for soil and groundwater. One liter of oil can pollute large 

areas. If the oil reaches groundwater it can pollute as much as a thousand liter of 

water. The oil may be tasted in million liters of groundwater. Therefore, even 

minor amounts of oil spill should be prevented. Environmental impacts of oil 

spills can be reduced by using biodegradable oil instead of mineral oils. (Joensuu 

et al. 2012, 12.) 

Practices on construction site in case of oil spill 

Working is to be stopped if an oil spill happens. Access of oil to soil or 

watercourses is to be prevented. The Superior and Emergency Response Centre 

have to be also informed of the oil spill. Every machine on the construction site 

should have oil combating equipment, such as absorbent material. A good state of 

machines is to be ensured continuously in order to prevent oil spills. The 

maintenance of machines shall not be done on groundwater areas. Waste oils and 

other waste have to be carried off appropriately from the site. (Joensuu et al. 2012, 

12.) 

6.4 Water Issues on the Planning Area of Mutkalampi Wind Farm 

Figure 9 shows water issues on the whole planning area of the Mutkalampi wind 

farm project. Drainage divides, lakes and ground water areas are presented in the 

figure. In ground water areas extreme caution should always be taken. Drainage 

divides separate different drainage basins (areas inside the drainage divides) 

where surface water is flowing to lower areas. 
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Figure 11. Water issues in the planning area of the Mutkalampi wind farm 

project. (National Land Survey of Finland 2014). 

 

6.4.1 Recommendations for the Case Study 

Overland flow 

Overland flow is the most effective water conservation measure. By this measure 

water flows on the land through vegetation which cleans the water effectively. 

Usually overland flows are constructed on swampy areas near to water bodies. 

Peatland and flat moorland may be suitable soils for overland flows as well. 

Valuable environments must not be used. (Saaristo et al. 2009, 112.) 

The construction of overland flows together with sedimentation basins increases 

the effectiveness of water protection. However, in cases where there are risks of 

acid sulphate soils, sedimentation basins are not recommended (see chapter 6.7.1). 

The principle of overland flow field together with sedimentation basin is shown in 

the following figure 10. 
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Figure 12. Overland flow field. (According to Joensuu 2012.) 

 

The locally valuable Lautakodankangas -ridge is situated on the planning area of 

the Mutkalampi wind farm project. Two wind power plants are planned to the 

edge of this ridge and one of them near to a soil extraction area. Near to the ridge 

is a lake called Hietajärvi. If there were requirements to reduce impacts to this 

lake, the construction of overland flow near to the lake could be an effective 

solution. Overland flow could reduce the impacts of construction work effectively 

in the area. As a good water conservation measure it could have positive impacts 

locally for the image of the project as well. (Hertteli 2013) 
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Design criteria of overland flow 

An efficient area of an overland flow should be 1–2 % of the catchment area. The 

gradient should be approximately 0,01 %. The catchment area should be less than 

50 hectares. Water coming into the area of overland flow should spread over the 

entire area and run slowly through soil and vegetation. Flood water must not rise 

into the field of overland flow. Although it would not be possible to find 

recommended size of the area for overland flow, it would make sense to take 

advantage of even smaller areas for overland flow. Smaller overland flows could 

be constructed more in a row or with connection with other water conservation 

measures. (Päivinen, J., Björkqvist, N., Karvonen, L., Kaukonen, M., Korhonen, 

K-M., Kuokkanen, P., Lehtonen, H. & Tolonen, A. 2011, 102; Joensuu et al. 

2012, 15–16.) 

6.5 Acid Sulphate Soils 

About 8000–4000 years ago the coastal areas of Finland were located in the 

Littorina Sea. In warm climate the vegetation was rich and the rotting plants made 

the water eutrophic. The depletion of oxygen in the sea bottom helped the bacteria 

to create sulphur compounds. The sulphurous sulphide clay was formed. Sulphide 

clays are found especially in Ostrobothnia and the occurrence extends 80 m above 

the sea level. (Heikkinen 2009) 

Due to the land uplift the sulphide clays have risen above the sea level. Normally 

these sulphide clays are covered by peat and occur on the low and moist land. The 

lowering of the groundwater table due to the drainage or excavating will create 

problems. In that case the sulphurous minerals of sulpide clays are exposed to air 

and producing sulphuric acid, which dissolve effectively metals in the soil. 

(Heikkinen 2009) 

During dry periods the acidity and metals are accumulated in to the soil, which is 

called acid sulphate soil. Rain water and melt water leach the acidity into 

watercourses. pH of the run-off may drop below 3. pH of under 5,5 in 

watercourses causes mortality of the most sensitive fishes. (Heikkinen 2009) 
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6.5.1 Maps of Geological Survey of Finland  

On the basis of observations, measurements and analyses, the Geological Survey 

of Finland is compiling acid sulphate soil maps and reports. Produced maps and 

reports will be published in the future in a map service currently under 

development. Materials are available to the public via the Geological Survey of 

Finland’s web pages. The Geological Survey of Finland will complete the 

general-scale mapping of the probability of occurrence of acid sulphate soils on 

coastal areas by the end of 2015. (Geological Survey of Finland’s web pages 

2014.) 

6.5.2 Acid Sulphate Soils And Construction 

Finnish community and its policy makers are well aware of leaching of acidity 

and metals from farmland soils. Problems caused by acid soils regarding 

construction have, however, not been studied in Finland even if it has been 

noticed that culverts are rusting (Öster 2012, 11). In Sweden problems connected 

with acid sulphate waste deposits from infrastructural projects for instance have 

been studied more. 

However, the Finnish Transport Agency has ordered a report of acid sulphate soils 

regarding construction. A preliminary study of acid sulphate soils and roads has 

started in 2013. The aim of the study is to gather and analyze information about 

effects of acid sulphate soils on transport infrastructure projects. The final release 

date of the report is not yet clear. (Kerko 2013.) 

Acid soils disintegrate concrete structures and corrode ordinary steel. Sulphide 

clays are also hard to stabilize and therefore difficult to construct. That is why it is 

important to investigate the occurrence of clays. (Öster 2012, 11.) 

Case Highway NO.8 Sepänkylä bypass Vaasa-Mustasaari 

In Finland project highway No. 8, which is located in the vicinity of the city of 

Vaasa, has had lots of challenges with acid sulphide clays. In this project 

environmental authorities have given regulations to treat sulphate soil before 
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excavation for first time in Finland. Treated and excavated soils are allowed to be 

dumped only on a specific area, which is also far away from the construction area. 

That is why the only clever solution has been the minimization of excavated soils. 

In other words, sulphate soils have been left in place so that there would be no 

need to treat soils. In this project the final solution of subgrade reinforcements 

consists of the mix of column stabilization, mass stabilization and pre-loading. 

(Autiola, Hakanen, Kaarakainen, Lindroos, Mäkelä & Ratia 2012.) 

6.5.3 Field And Laboratory Investigations 

According to a guide of the Swedish Transport Administration field and 

laboratory investigations, which are performed for a geotechnical assessment, 

could also be used for an assessment of acidification properties. If sulphate soils 

occur, soil reinforcements or excavations become often relevant methods. The 

choice of method, soil reinforcements in situ or excavations, should be based both 

on geotechnical and environmental engineering properties. The authorities may of 

course make demands of methods as well. Additional costs of possible deposits 

should be considered. If excavations are selected, volume of sulphate soils and 

acidity characteristics should be roughly determined. According to the Swedish 

guide following surveys are required to assess volume of sulphate soils and 

environmental engineering properties. Many of these surveys are also used to 

assess geotechnical properties. (Vägverket 2007, 11–13.) 

Drilling And observation of the groundwater level 

Sulphate soils are loose soils. By using results of weight sounding or CPT-

sounding, the volume of loose soils can be estimated. At deep excavations it is 

essential to know the groundwater level. (Vägverket 2007, 13.) 

Soil sampling 

Soil sampling can be performed as a disturbed or undisturbed sampling. In the 

disturbed sampling earth material is in contact with oxygen and begins 

immediately to oxidize. Earth material is put in impermeable plastic bags and as 

much air as possible is expelled from the bag before it is sealed. Even in the 
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undisturbed sampling earth material is in contact with the air, but the contact area 

is smaller. Regardless of the sampling method, samples should be stored in the 

refrigerator and be examined as soon as possible. (Vägverket 2007, 14.) 

Laboratory investigations 

In order to assess acidification properties the following studies are required: 

 visual examination (included in geotechnical routine investigations) 

 determination of iron and sulfur (ICP analysis) 

 water content (included in geotechnical routine investigations) 

 loss on ignition, provides an estimation of organic content 

 bulk density (if samples are undisturbed, they can be included in the 

geotechnical routine investigations) 

 estimation of permeability by grain size distribution 

 leaching tests, pH, electrical conductivity and redox potential. (Vägverket 

2007, 14.) 

6.6 Management of Acid Sulphate Soils 

In Sweden and Australia, a guide has been written regarding the management of 

acid sulfate soils. According to the Swedish guide following principles should be 

used; primarily, disturbance of acid sulfate soil is to be avoided where possible. If 

it is not possible, the disturbance is to be minimized. In situations where there are 

high levels of sulphates in the soil, it may be appropriate to investigate other 

alternatives of the road alignment for example. Other possible strategy could be 

neutralization with lime. (Pousette 2010, 72.) 

6.6.1 Treatment of Acid Sulphate Soils 

According to the Swedish guide treatment of sulphate soil which needs 

strengthening / processing is based on two measures. In one case soil may be 

strengthened without digging up (in situ). In situ methods include for example 

stabilization and piling. In the second case the soil is excavated and replaced with 

better land mass (mass exchange). Mass exchange should be made so that impacts 
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on the water table are as small as possible. The replacing material should not act 

as a drainage layer that lowers the water table. (Pousette 2010, 71–72.) 

6.6.2 Excavated Acid Sulphate Soils 

If sulphate soils have to be excavated, land masses must be taken care of 

appropriately. Since problems of acidification occur when sulphate soils are 

exposed to oxygen, it is important to try avoiding this solution. However, this may 

not be always possible. If soils have to be excavated, the best option according to 

the Swedish guide is to place excavated soils below the groundwater table. This 

way soils can remain anaerobic. (Pousette 2010, 71–73.) 

If soils are excavated and piled up above the ground, contacts with oxygen should 

be minimized. This can be done by covering soils with a protection layer of 

adequate thickness. If soils are piled up above ground, environmental conditions 

on the site should be taken into account as well. Acid sulphate soil containing fills 

should not be constructed near watercourses. If this is unavoidable, the drainage 

of the fill site should be taken into account. Even small ditches can cause negative 

impacts on the water chemistry of larger water bodies. It is however better if the 

site already consists of sulphate soil as the ground and water streams are therefore 

already affected by acidification. (Hopgood 2012, 53; Pousette 2010, 71–73.) 

6.7 Water Conservation on Acid Sulphate Soils 

When preventing harmful effects of acid sulphate soils to watercourses, same 

methods that are generally used in water conservation may be useful. However, 

there is still a lack of proper guidelines in Finland. Guidelines regarding forestry 

for example mainly note that presence of sulphate soils should be investigated at 

risk areas, depth of excavated ditches should not be deeper than the original depth 

and that there is a possibility to lime excavated soils. There are no guidelines of 

methods to investigate soil layers. (Maa- ja metsätalousministeriö 2009, 25.) 
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6.7.1 Drainage And Water Conservation on Sulphate Soils 

Land drainage is the main reason causing acidification of waters on areas of acid 

sulphate soils. If acid sulphate soils are found at original drainage depth, increases 

in depth of road drainage should be avoided. If sulphate soils are found deeper, 

use of bottom dams or lime chip dams may reduce problems on areas of 

agriculture and forestry. (Joensuu et al. 2012, 12.) 

Bottom dams and wetlands 

The main way to prevent acidification is to keep acid sulphate soils wet and 

ensure that they are not exposed to air. Bottom dams and wetlands may slow 

down the drop of the groundwater level. They can also be used to regulate the 

water level, lengthen water retention and prevent erosion. However, in periods of 

extreme drought, not even dams are able to prevent dropping of the water level. 

(Maa- ja metsätalousministeriö & Ympäristöministeriö 2011, 25.) 

Lime chip dams 

Lime chip dams have been used in restoration of small brooks for fishery 

purposes. The aim has been to raise the water level and slightly increase the pH 

level. There are no research results on wider use of this method on acid sulphate 

soils. (Maa- ja metsätalousministeriö & Ympäristöministeriö 2011, 25.) 

Water conservation measure to be avoided 

Sedimentation basins are often used in water conservation, because they are very 

effective measures. However, if there is a risk of acid sulphate soils, 

sedimentation basins should not be excavated. By this conservation measure there 

is a high risk to expose potential acid sulphate soils to oxygen because of deep 

excavation. Accordingly, deep excavations should always be avoided on acid 

sulphate soils. (Törmälä 2013.) 
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6.7.2 Timing And Neutralization as Water Conservation Practices 

The timing of the construction may reduce negative impacts on watercourses. If 

construction work is timed in different times on the area of the same receiving 

watercourse, acidification leaches may be reduced. This method and neutralization 

of excavated soils should be primary measures to prevent acidification of 

watercourses. The neutralization of excavated soils already when placing them 

eliminates the acidification before acid compounds leach into watercourses. If this 

is not possible or the receiving watercourse is under special conservation, 

preparations for direct neutralization of water should be made. Direct 

neutralization requires, however, big amounts of lime and devices feeding lime 

increase also costs. That is why this method is not realistic in many cases. (Palko, 

Merilä & Heino 1988, 28–36.) 

Liming of waters 

Liming of watercourses should be only a temporary solution in unexpected cases. 

Liming is a poor method in big watercourses where the amount of lime increases 

too much and metal sediments cause also new problems. The direct liming of 

watercourses may be recommended as a rapid remedial action in case of a 

significant acidification problem. It may be used, for example in small side-

channels, which have important role to an ecologically valuable watercourse.  

(Maa- ja metsätalousministeriö 2009, 50.)  

Liming stations with dispensers for both dry and wet lime are in use. Liming of 

waters has, however, proven to be costly and difficult to implement. Construction 

costs and especially the operating costs of liming stations are very high. Liming 

may come to question in small water bodies that are heavily influenced by 

sulphate soils and if the survival of fishes depends directly on the prevention of 

acidification. (Maa- ja metsätalousministeriö & Ympäristöministeriö 2011, 25.) 
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7 BIOTIC ENVIRONMENT AND ROADS 

During the construction there will be a lot of activity, cars and machines on the 

area. That is why road construction work may cause nature disturbance. The most 

critical time to construct is from May to June when most of birds are nesting. Big 

birds of prey have, however, more longer nesting time. (Metsäteho Oy 2001, 16.) 

7.1 Protected Species 

Road construction and tree cutting may have impacts on endangered species by 

reducing their habitats. Therefore, the road alignment should be far enough from 

the environments of these species. In Finland some guides have been published 

regarding protection of flying squirrels and birds of prey in forestry. (Metsäteho 

Oy 2001, 15.) 

The Birds Directive and the Habitats Directive of the European Union protects 

birds and species of wild fauna, flora and habitats. These Directives must always 

be taken into account in the planning, in the Environmental Impact Assessment 

and other nature investigations and in the permits. 

7.1.1 Birds 

It is important to take birds into account always when constructing. Conservation 

areas and protected habitats are important environments to many species. These 

environments and nesting birds of prey and other rare species should be taken into 

account when aligning the road. The protection of birds requires confidential 

cooperation and communication between bird-watchers and professionals. 

(Metsäteho Oy 2002.) 

The nests of big birds of prey regularly in use and clearly visible are protected 

according to the Nature Conservation Act (1096/1996). Protected species which 

are permanently nesting in Finland are osprey, golden eagle and sea eagle. Big 

birds of prey are sensitive to disturbance during the nesting time. (Metsäteho Oy 

2002, 20.) 
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The nesting times of big birds of prey are: 

 Golden Eagle and Sea Eagle 15.2.–31.7. 

 Osprey 15.4.–31.7. (Metsäteho Oy 2002, 20.) 

 

Buffers 

In Finland a guide “Metsänkäsittely ja linnusto” has been published for forest 

owners and professionals. This publication includes guidelines to protect birds in 

forestry and in forest road construction as well. According to this guide road 

construction 500 meters closer to the nests of big birds of prey should be avoided. 

Tree cutting areas should have at least 50 meters buffer zone to the nest. During 

the nesting time there should be, however, no operating near (<500 m) the nests. 

(Metsäteho Oy 2002, 18.) 

Wind power projects have, however, also different environmental impacts than 

forestry. Thus WWF has demanded that wind power should not be constructed 

closer than 2 km from known nests of big birds of prey. The construction time 

should be also adjusted to the local species, usually outside the breeding season of 

birds. (WWF 2011, 4–5.) 

7.1.2 Flying Squirrel 

The flying squirrel is an endangered species in Finland. It is protected by the 

Nature Conservation Act. The deterioration and destruction of breeding sites and 

resting places of the flying squirrel is prohibited in the European Union under the 

Habitats Directive (Article 12, Annex IV (a)). (Ympäristöhallinto web pages 

2013.) 

In Finland the Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry of Agriculture and 

Forestry have written a guide of the flying squirrel protection in 2004. The guide 

has been given to the Forest Centres and Environmental Centres (ELY-Centres). 

According to this guide cutting down trees where the flying squirrel is nesting or 

resting, destroys the breeding sites and resting places defined by the Act. These 
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sites are also damaged, if all ecological corridors to the breeding sites and resting 

places are destroyed. The deterioration of the breeding sites and resting places 

means that it is more difficult for the flying squirrel to live and shelter due to 

measures. For example, destroying an access to trees where the flying squirrel is 

eating would cause this deterioration of the sites. (Maa- ja metsätalousministeriö 

& Ympäristöministeriö 2004, 2–3.) 

Accordingly, it is not allowed to cut down trees on the breeding sites and resting 

places of flying squirrel. The size of these sites is however case-specific. The 

prohibition of destruction and deterioration can be taken into account by planning 

the cutting area so that the protected site is located to the edge of the area. If it is 

not possible to leave the protected site outside of the cutting area, trees suitable for 

the flying squirrel to move and shelter have to be left on the area in addition to the 

breeding and resting sites. (Maa- ja metsätalousministeriö & Ympäristöministeriö 

2004, 3.) 

Buffers 

According to the same Finnish guide the Nature Conservation Act can be taken 

into account if cutting areas have buffers of 10–15 meters to trees used by flying 

squirrel to breed or rest. Trees providing an access to the forest nearby have to be 

left also on area. In that case the area of breeding and resting site would be 300–

700 square meters (0.03–0.07 ha). (Maa- ja metsätalousministeriö & 

Ympäristöministeriö 2004, 3.) 

However, it has been claimed that breeding sites and resting places can be 

interpreted as too small areas by these guidelines. For instance, in 2002 a special 

workshop for flying squirrel (Liito-oravatyöryhmä 2002) has defined sites much 

wider. In case of Konikallio Forest in the municipality of Forssa the ELY-Centre 

of Häme had decided that 0.8 hectares is enough for flying squirrel. The Supreme 

Administrative Court however regarded the area as too small. Therefore, the ELY-

Centre made a new decision of 3.5 hectares area. (Jokinen 2012, 11–12.) 
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The municipality of Vihti for example instructs also to keep a 30-meter buffer to 

the environment of the flying squirrel. It is also said that more than 50 meters 

wide, treeless area makes it impossible for flying squirrel to jump. To conclude 

the size of protected areas is case-specific and in addition to buffers to trees, an 

access to forests nearby should also be taken into consideration. (Vihti web pages 

2013). 

New observations of flying squirrel 

If the flying squirrel or its breeding site and resting place are found when the 

construction is already begun, the working has to be stopped immediately and 

supervisors have to be contacted.  Also the Forest Centre or the ELY-Centre has 

to be informed. (Maa- ja metsätalousministeriö & Ympäristöministeriö 2004, 4.) 

7.2 Habitats 

During the road construction vegetation has to be removed on the road alignment. 

However, some habitats are protected by law. These kinds of environments are 

habitats of special importance in the Forest act (1996/1093) and forest habitats in 

the Nature Conservation Act (1096/1996). These habitats are always to be taken 

into account in planning. There are also other valuable items as the Natura 2000-

sites, valuable ridges and rocky areas which need to be taken into consideration. 

Advice to protect these habitats are given by the ELY-Centres and the Forest 

Centres. (Metsätalouden kehittämiskeskus Tapio 2003.) 

7.2.1 Road Construction And Important Habitats 

Road construction work may cause the deterioration of important habitats. 

Therefore, roads should be situated far enough from these habitats and there 

should be no excavating or traffic with machines on important habitats. 

Environmental impacts due to the road construction are dependent on the size and 

characters of habitats. Impacts are usually low, for example if the road is located 

near to a wide and natural state swamp. On the other hand, a location near to a 

small habitat may have a very destructive effect. Because valuable habitats are 

usually important to endangered species as well and habitats are often difficult 
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and expensive to construct, it makes more sense economically and ecologically to 

build the road somewhere else. (Metsätalouden kehittämiskeskus Tapio 2003, 8; 

Metsäteho Oy 2001, 16.) 

7.2.2 Theory of Island Biogeography 

Forest habitat fragmentation can be studied on the basis of the theory of Island 

Biogeography. In this theory forest areas are equivalent to islands of an ocean. 

The smaller and further from the continent, the less species there would be in the 

island. Figure 13 shows the simplified geometric principles for nature reserve 

designs derived from a island biogeography research. (Lei & Yu 2001, 168.) 

 

Figure 13. The simplified geometric principles for nature reserve designs derived 

from island biogeography research. (Lei & Yu 2001; According to Diamond 

1975; Whittaker 1998.) 
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7.2.3 Vegetation Near Water Courses 

Tree felling near watercourses increases a risk of higher sediment loads, metals 

and nutrients in runoff which can have a negative impact on freshwater ecology 

(Scottish Renewables et al. 2010, 11). That is why vegetation shall not be 

removed near to watercourses and channels with permanent water flow. Even 

small bushes and ground vegetation bind solids and nutrients. That is why buffer 

zones to watercourses are important. 
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8 BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

In built environment landscape values should be taken into account. Roads should 

be in harmony with the landscape and environment. If there is some land which is 

not possible to utilize in the road construction, it is important to place them 

appropriately. 

8.1 Reduction of Waste And Surplus Soils 

The reduction of waste and surplus soils is a principle of sustainable development 

today as well as in the future. Soil masses should be used in road embankments 

and fills on the construction area. Non-cohesive soil can be easily used. Soil 

masses not possible to use for this purpose, should be used untreated or treated in 

landscaping for instance. Surface soils and peat can be used in landscaping. 

Moraine, silt and clay can also be used, if construction work is done in favorable 

weather conditions and constructability is improved by layers of non-cohesive soil 

which are acting as drainage and reinforcement layers. It should be also taken into 

account that only clean soil masses are used in fills. (Tielaitos 1999, 15–16; 

Tuhola 1997, 25–30.) 

There is also a possibility to stabilize clays and peat lands without excavation. If 

excavation is needed, soil masses which can be used should not mix with masses 

which are to be transported to soil dumping areas. It would make sense to plan 

construction work so that excavated soil masses could be transported directly to 

fills to be landscaped without intermediate storing. (Tuhola 1997, 29–30.) 

8.2 Reuse of peat and restoration of road-edges 

Unless peat is handled appropriately once excavated, it typically loses some of its 

physical structure and strength. This unconsolidated, and generally saturated, 

excavated material has a limited range of acceptable uses within construction 

works. Excavated peat (particularly peat turves) may be used, for example for 

finishing track edges, turbine bases, substation platforms and other disturbance 
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from infrastructure. (Scottish Renewables et al. 2010, 50; Scottish Renewables & 

Scottish Environment Protection Agency 2012, 4, 14.) 

8.2.1 Temporary Storage Areas for Excavated Peat 

The careful handling of excavated peat is essential to retain any existing structure 

and integrity of this soil. That way its potential for reuse is maximized. 

Appropriate temporary storage areas for excavated peat should be considered 

close to the excavation. Suitable storage areas could be areas with lower 

ecological value (e.g. deforested commercial forestry sites) and areas with low 

stability risk. As a general rule, the re-use of soils and peat should be limited to 

areas already disturbed due to the construction. Accordingly, soils should not be 

placed on undisturbed vegetation. The reuse of peat should occur as soon as 

possible after excavation where practicable. (Scottish Natural Heritage 2013, 111; 

Scottish Renewables & Scottish Environment Protection Agency 2012, 14.) 

8.2.2 Road-edge Habitat Restoration 

Road-edge habitat restoration is an important and primary mitigation factor during 

the construction phase. It is desirable to carry out the restoration in tandem with 

the construction rather than being left until the end. The success of the habitat 

restoration is often dependent on skills of those who are responsible for turf 

replacements. Advantages of using in situ materials (turf, topsoil) in the 

restoration wherever possible include for example:  

 Cheaper than importing soil and seeds  

 Ensures use of local seeds / seed bank (local genetic diversity) 

 Conserves the local soil fauna  

 Provides an immediate source of vegetation cover, reducing risks of 

erosion. (Scottish Natural Heritage 2013, 110–111.) 

The vegetation and soil holding the seedbank (300 mm of the top of the softer 

materials) are carefully set aside for re-use in the reinstatement works. Where 

practical, whole turves should be set aside and stored vegetation side up so that 
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they can be used for restoration. (Scottish Renewables, Scottish Natural Heritage, 

Scottish Environment Protection Agency & Forestry Commission Scotland 2010, 

37–38.) 

8.3 Soil Dumping Area 

Sometimes surplus soils are not possible to use in landscaping near to the road. In 

that case appropriate soil dumping areas should be found. The best areas are 

usually depressions and rocky areas, such as open pits. Old gravel pits would be 

technically good areas, but usually there are some problems with environmental 

values. The following things should be taken into consideration when finding 

suitable areas: 

1. Soil dumping areas should be located near to the section. 

2. The access road should be able to construct to the area with as low costs as 

possible. 

3. The carrying capacity of the area should be good enough 

4. The structure of soils is usually disturbed when they are excavated and that is 

why soils have tendency to slide. Therefore, areas with surface profile preventing 

sliding should be found especially when dealing with cohesion soils. 

5. Areas should be hidden in the environment so that they do not disfigure 

landscape. (Liikennevirasto 2011, 26–28; Tie- ja vesirakennushallitus 1970, 50–

51.) 

8.3.1 Soil Dump and Environmental Permit 

The environmental permit for soil dumping is required in case that an approved 

plan is not prepared. That is why it is important to find out the need for soil 

dumping areas and include areas in road plans and their decisions of approval. 

(Tiehallinto 2006, 60; Ympäristöministeriö 2012 b, 3, 9.) 
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8.4 Environmental Issues on Construction Site 

Environmental issues should be included in everyday construction work. It is 

often difficult to separate environmental issues, quality or safety issues. For 

instance, the careful handling of chemicals improves employees' working 

conditions and reduces effects and risks of chemicals to the environment. 

Environmental issues should be part of task and operation plans which are 

reviewed together with employees. These issues may include, for example ways to 

reduce waste, waste management or noise prevention. Even though construction 

site always produces noise, dust and disturbance, the timing of operations may 

reduce negative impacts. Some municipalities may even have regulations which 

prohibit noise producing operations during the nesting time of birds. However, it 

is always appropriate to consider timing if there is sensitive nature nearby. (Kekki 

2003, 563–564.) 

It is important that all workers on the construction site are aware of their own 

responsibility for environmental issues. That is why environmental issues on the 

construction site should be gone through in the employee orientation and site 

meetings. It should be ensured that sub-contractors are aware of their own 

responsibilities and obligations. The following table 2 shows common 

environmental impacts of some earthworks. (Kekki 2003, 563–564.)
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Table 2. Environmental impacts of some earthworks. (according to Tuhola 1997, 

38.) 

 

 

Negative environmental impacts of earth works can be reduced with appropriate 

practices during construction. Some of these practices are listed in table 3 below. 

This table also summarizes environmental issues which were dealt with 

previously in other chapters. 
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Table 3. Consideration of environmental issues in earth works. (According to 

Tuhola 1997; Kekki 2003) 

 

Earth Works in general: Consideration 

Surrounding area 

 Nesting time of birds, sensitive 

nature, antiquities 

 Everybody working at the site should 

be aware of measures to protect 

sensitive objects 

 Clean construction site is important 

for the image of the project 

Oil spills 

 Any oil spills into the ground should 

be prevented 

 Regular maintenance and daily 

checking of machines 

In separate stages: Consideration 

Clearance 

 Timing of vegetation clearance 

(disturbance of animals and 

vegetation) 

 Utilization of ground vegetation on 

slopes 

Excavating and loading 

 Sorting of earth masses 

 Direct transport of excavated soil 

masses to fills 

 Suitable earth masses are used in 

embankments, fills, structures and 

landscaping 

 Unsuitable earth masses are 

transported to soil dumping areas, 

which are defined in approved plan. 

Utilization in other project or 

transportation to municipal landfill 

site may be solutions as well 

 Only clean earth masses shall be used 

 Water conservation practices should 

be taken into consideration 

 Appropriate use, transportation and 

storage of fuels and oils 

Filling and embankments 
 Only clean earth masses shall be used 

 Materials classified as waste shall 

never be used in fills 

Soil dumping 

 Stabilization (minimization of surplus 

soils) 

 Carrying capacity of soil dumping 

area  

 Appropriate height and stability of 

fills 

 Landscaping once dumping is 

completed  
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8.4.1 How to Deal With Ecological Issues on Construction Site 

There are two ways how ecological issues have to be taken into account on the 

construction site: 

1. Where valuable species or areas of the area have been already identified 

The site staff should be aware of valuable species and areas, where traffic 

movements, materials storage or other impacts should be avoided. Unnecessary 

vehicle use should always be avoided in areas outside the defined working 

boundary in order to avoid negative impacts. If the environmental assessment has 

identified areas of ecological or archaeological importance near to the 

construction area, it would make sense to make a record of pre-construction site 

conditions. That way impacts can be monitored. (Audus et al. 2010, 92; the 

European Wind Energy Association, 18.) 

2. Where protected species are discovered when the contractor is already on site 

and works have been begun 

The work should be stopped immediately, and the construction site manager 

should seek an expert who will advise on how to proceed and continue. (Audus et 

al. 2010, 92.) 
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9 FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

Usually wind power plants are situated on the highest areas of terrain which are 

according to the landscape structure analysis the most sensitive areas to 

environmental changes. The use of existing forest roads, however, reduces 

negative environmental impacts. On the other hand, it is possible that old roads 

are not well planned and constructed. The existing roads require also widening 

and improving. The identification of sensitive areas makes it, however, possible to 

direct mitigation measures to right places. Harmful impacts can be prevented by 

good planning. 

There are many issues which are to be taken into account during road 

construction, such as timing of construction, sensitive habitats, oil spills, wastes, 

soil masses and water conservation. Because wind power construction has been 

marginal in Finland so far, not much information on the construction and related 

environmental impacts exists. This thesis deals with road construction in general 

and with construction guidelines from abroad. 

So far, there have neither been proper Finnish guidelines regarding acid sulphate 

soils in construction. This may form problems because many wind farms are 

planned on coastal areas of Finland where acid sulphate soils also occur. It is, 

however highly possible that Swedish guidelines can be applied also in Finland. 

To conclude potential negative environmental impacts of the construction have to 

be identified so that the impacts can be avoided. Everyone should be aware of 

obligations of legislation and authorities, and their own responsibility for reducing 

environmental impacts. It is also important to be aware of procedures if new 

valuable objects are observed during construction. 
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APPENDIX 1         1(2) 

According to Nature Conservation Act 29 § protected habitat types are: 

1) wild woods rich in broad-leafed deciduous species; 

2) hazel woods; 

3) common alder woods; 

4) sandy shores in their natural state; 

5) coastal meadows; 

6) treeless or sparsely wooded sand dunes; 

7) juniper meadows; 

8) wooded meadows; and 

9) prominent single trees or groups of trees in an open landscape. (LSL 1996) 

  



APPENDIX 2        2(2) 

 

According to Forest Act 10 § habitats of special importance in terms of forest 

diversity are:  

1) the immediate surroundings of springs, brooks, rivulets constituting a 

permanent water flow channel, and small ponds;  

2) herb-rich and grassy hardwood-spruce swamps, ferny hardwood-spruce 

swamps, eutrophic paludal hardwood-spruce swamps, and eutrophic fens located 

to the south of the Province of Lapland; fertile patches of herb-rich forest;  

4) heathland forest islets in undrained peatlands;  

5) gorges and ravines;  

6) steep bluffs and the underlying forest; and  

7) sandy soils, exposed bedrock, boulder fields, peatlands with sparse tree stand 

and flood meadows which are less productive than nutrient-poor heathland 

forests. (Metsälaki 1996) 

 

 


